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2019 Public Record Update:
The PBPN’s Tribal Response Program focuses on identifying and
cleaning all illegal dump sites, educating the public about contaminated sites and increasing emergency preparedness. As part of our
responsibility, we’re required to develop and regularly update a Public Record. Our Public Record includes an inventory of contaminated
sites or potentially contaminated sites. This record is made available
to all and provides the general public an opportunity to review and
participate in our program. If you would like to review the 2019
public record please contact Kyle Miller at 785.966.8033 or follow the
link:
https://www.pbpindiantribe.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/PBPNTribal-Response-Program-Public-Record-2018-update.pdf

There’s some new
faces at P.E.P.
Over the past few months, P.E.P. has welcomed three new staff members. Christian
Ogden (L), Ricardo Toledo (C), and Theo
Wahquahboshkuk (R).
Christian and Ricardo are Solid Waste Disposal drivers and Equipment Operators.
Theo is a GIS/Environmental Technician
who oversees, or assists with, 319 - Clean
Water Act, GIS, and the Wetlands Program.

SOLID WASTE CORNER
Not Acceptable in Curbside Disposal Containers:
•

•

No Oil - kitchen or motor. Oil can be dropped off at the Solid Waste
Center - call for appointment. Oil in trash containers can bust during
compact and will leave an oil trail.
No Tires. To dispose of tires, PEP has an application. Fees apply.

Why Won’t PEP Pick Up My Mattress By My Bin?
PEP doesn’t pick up larger bulk items or items beyond the one bag allowance during curbside disposal routes. To dispose of large bulk items, PEP
offers Request for Assistance and Public Trailer applications; or, you can
self haul to the Jackson Country Transfer Station or Rolling Meadows.
Applications can be found at https://www.pbpindiantribe.com/pep/ or
call 785-966-2946 to request a digital fillable form or one via snail mail.

Recycling Program Reminder

Also not recyclable is used toilet paper/Kleenex or napkins, dirty diapers, or food contaminated items.
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AIR PROGRAM UPDATES
What an adventure it is in the radon world.
In September, Environmental Tech., Billie Toledo, presented on Partnering with Tribes at the Conference of Radiation
Control Program Directors’ (CRCPD) radon symposium.
The presentation led to valuable networking and connection between Billie and Kansas Department of Health and
Environment (KDHE) Radiation Control Program.
On December 6th, Billie was invited by KDHE to participate in a historic proclamation signing from Governor
Laura Kelly declaring January Kansas Radon Action Month.
The Air Program will begin collaboration with KDHE to increase outreach and awareness on the dangers of radon.

Radon is a naturally-occurring colorless and odorless gas from the breakdown of uranium. Radon
exposure is the 2nd leading cause of lung cancer
and accounts for at least 21,000 deaths annually.
Kansas data estimates 1 in every 4 homes has high
radon levels.
The only way to know your radon level is to test!
PBPN’s Air Program offers free testing or test kits
to all residents within the reservation boundaries.
Call 785-966-8032 to schedule today!

WEATHERIZATION
SUPPLIES IN
STOCK!
The Air Program still
has weatherization
supplies on hand if
needed to eliminate
those cold/hot drafts.
Items Include:

•

2 - double door
draft seals

•

6 - self-adhesive
foam weather
strips. Variety of
sizes

•

10 - self-adhesive
rubber weather
strips. Variety of
sizes.

•

6- window/door
rope caulk.

•

5- 24 pk socket
seals.

Energy efficiency and
weatherization can
help save on energy
bills and create a
healthy home. However, over tightening
a home’s envelope
can affect indoor air
quality. Occasionally
open a window(s) or
briefly turn on the
attic fan to circulate
air throughout the
house.
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ACCOUNT
COLLECTIONS
INFO:
Don’t ignore that
“Final Notice” or
“Past Due” stamp.
(You can ignore but
PEP will still adhere
to contents outlined)
PEP files court collections at the PBPN
Tribal Court on past
due accounts. If you
see a stamp on your
letter or invoice, you
have entered the
realm of collections. If
collections is filed
with the Court, you
will be responsible for
the $100 filing fee.
PEP offers Payment
Plans to avoid court
collections. PBPN offers voluntary Payroll
and Per Cap deductions.
We also accept
Credit/Debit card
payments for more
convenient ways to
pay!
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REQUEST FROM THE WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT
Some things flush and other things should never be
flushed or put down the drain.
Grease (oil and fat, too), needles, and flushable wipes have
been regular visitors at the Waste Water Treatment Plant.
Unwanted visitors that is wrecking havoc on the Nation’s
wastewater infrastructure. These foreign materials not only
create mechanical problems at the pump stations and treatment plants, but it can build up in your own pipes an d
cause raw sewage to back up into your home.

We kindly ask for your support and eliminating
putting these unwanted materials down the
toilet or drains.

PBPN PEP Acknowledges the Service of Long
-Time Planning Commission Member
The Planning and Environmental Protection Department would like to publicly acknowledge Mr. Warren Pugh for his contribution to the Planning
Commission and PBPN community. Warren is an inaugural member of the
Commission and has dedicated nearly 25 years of service to the PBPN. He
and other long-serving members were instrumental in the early review,
development and implementation of Tribal zoning codes and have tirelessly supported the planning, growth and environmental goals of the PBPN
community.
Members of the Planning Commission, appointed to three-year terms, review all Special Use Permits (which include manufactured housing use); any
variances for Building Permits; and re-zoning and lot split applications.
They also make recommendations for updates to the Land Use Plan and
Zoning Regulations for the Potawatomi Reservation.
We extend our sincerest appreciation to Warren and offer the following
quote on behalf of his service, “Volunteers do not necessarily have the
time; they just have the heart.” (Elizabeth Andrew)

WATER PROGRAM UPDATES
Characterization of Surface Water & Groundwater Availability &
Quality on Big Soldier Creek, in the PBPN Reservation
The PBPN-PEP Water Program was recently awarded a BIA Water Management Grant for water management purposes. The cooperative study between United States Geological Survey (USGS)
and PBPN-PEP will begin in 2020. Streamflow of Big Soldier,
measuring groundwater levels in monitoring wells, and assessing
water quality of surface and groundwater will be done throughout the year(s). The data generated will be used to educate and
inform the community of our water resources. A Scientific Investigations Report and fact sheet will be made available upon the
completion of the study.
Did you know that PBPN’s Division of Planning & Environmental
Protection acronym is PEP, not EPA?

Other Water Program Updates:
•

•

•

PBPN will be hosting its 2nd Stream Assessment Stakeholders Meeting
in March 2020. USACE, Vireo, Water Resources Solutions, Middle Kansas WRAPS, the local NRCS and many other participants helped make
the first Stakeholder Meeting a success to a jam packed house.
Will meet with a climatologist with Kansas State University to assist
with incorporation of evapotranspiration data with precipitation data.
Evapotranspiration and precipitation data is collected on site at our office on K Road.
Verna Potts was requested to assist in reviewing and providing feedback
on KU student’s Resilience Planning in the Human and Natural Systems
Resilience course.
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Wetlands Restoration Info and Updates!
Wetlands are amongst the world’s most economically and ecologically richest
habitats on earth. They provide many uses such as wildlife habitat, shelter,
food, medicine, recreation, water purification and flood protection to name a
few. Until recently, the importance and benefits of wetlands functions have
been overlooked by scientists and governments worldwide. Prior to European
settlement, it is estimated that wetlands accounted for over 220 million acres
of land coverage in the contiguous United States. That is about the size of Texas and Kansas combined. To this day, there are just under half of wetlands remaining. Legislation, outreach and attempts to preserve and restore the remaining wetlands areas has been a continuous fight against urban development, agriculture and pollution.
Wetlands comprise of four main types of ecosystems: swamps, bogs, fens and
marshes. Here on the Potawatomi reservation, we have observed potential
wetland sites based off soil types and plant species. The types of soils and
plants observed indicate we historically had marshes that were important extensions to our three largest waterways; Which are Soldier Creek, Little Soldier Creek and Crow Creek. The soil types of these marshes are packed with
hydric soils, which are the kinds of soils you need to hold standing water for
long periods of time; consisting mostly of a clay matter. Clay, being a denser
soil structure with less porous space for water to flow through, is how wetlands can hold water in the nature that it does. The plants inhabiting the riparian areas along the creeks that may indicate a recent wetlands area consist of
hydrophytes, or water loving plants. You can see many examples of hydrophytes on the reservation along pond embankments and long-standing waterlogged areas that are not cleared of vegetation and are left to grow freely. During the wet seasons, you will see flooded areas full of water that flourish with
cattails, horsetail, wild garlic, willow, arrowhead, swamp milkweed and
sweetflag to name a few. All these plants mentioned, and many more that are
likely to inhabit wetlands areas, are documented to have been utilized by indigenous peoples as foods and medicines.
To contribute to wetland restoration efforts, the Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation has entered a 30-year contract easement with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
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Wetlands Restoration Info and Updates cont.
The contract is a Wetland Reserve Easement (WRE) that allows the nation to receive financial and technical assistance to restore wetlands back to their natural
state that have previously been drained for agriculture. The provided area is a
31.77-acre wetland restoration project southwest of the 134th and I intersection.
This is a part of a land area that the locals refer to as, “Dibberen’s Hill”. The objectives of the wetlands project are, “to enhance wetland wildlife habitat and improve the overall water quality for this area”. The Potawatomi aims to reinstate
the principles and functions of previously degraded wetlands by restoring the hydrology of the lands and enhancing the wetland and adjacent upland buffer zone
for pollinators. We will also be able to utilize this area for educational outreach
and provide opportunities for hunting, fishing, and trapping.
The benefits we will see from the wetland restoration project will be highly crucial in restoring water quality, the natural local environments, biological health
and diversity, and the interactions we have with the lands as well. It will provide
breeding and nesting grounds for fish, migratory birds and other aquatic animal
species that utilize biologically rich water bodies for certain stages in their lives. It
will bring in certain types of game that the Potawatomi use for sustenance and utilization of the other parts of the animal species. With the many successes this project is projected to have, we can potentially start restoring many more sections of
the lands for purposes that will benefit not only the species in which inhabit the
area, but the locals that can find many more uses and appreciation for a wetlands
area.

Big Thank You to Road and Bridge and Lands Department for breaking
ground and prepping the area at the wetlands restoration site!
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INCLEMENT WEATHER NOTIFICATION
With winter among us, PEP will attempt to run curbside disposal
and recycling routes as normal during inclement weather.
Safety is a priority with PEP and when roads are not safe to drive the
routes can be canceled or delayed.
PEP will utilize Facebook and PBPN Media Outlets to announce how
routes will be adjusted when inclement weather hits.

Follow PEP on Facebook @PBPNPEP to monitor inclement weather announcements and other In-The-Know details!

Call 785-966-2946 for any questions or requests!
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